
The epic new Pro 4.
Production perfected.

SOLJET PRO 4

SOLJET PRO 4 XR-640 64” LARGE FORMAT Printer/CUTTER



We’ve put every advanced feature that makes
Roland printer/cutters awesome into one epic package.
Roland’s fastest, most powerful large-format color printer/cutter ever, the 64-inch SOLJET Pro 4 XR-640 ushers in a new era of 
quality, precision and performance.  The heart of the Pro 4 is its new print engine. Incorporating the latest in inkjet technology,   
it features two inline 8-channel piezo inkjet heads with 180 nozzles per channel, capable of printing seven different droplet sizes 
for smoother gradations and richer density in photographic and high-resolution vector output. The mirrored configuration of 
the print heads virtually eliminates chromatic banding, even in bi-directional printing modes. 

And that’s just the beginning. Integrated printing and contour-cutting streamlines the production process.   The Pro 4’s 64 inch 
width is ideal for vehicle wraps and other large applications. Our new high-density Eco-Sol MAX 2 inks deliver a wider gamut 
and unsurpassed image quality at all speeds.  And powerful VersaWorks™ RIP software is included, taking full advantage of the 
Pro 4’s capabilities with a host of new features including a Predictive Ink Calculator, Spot Color Replacement Tool, and Built-in 
Pantone® Spot Color Library. The final results are consistent, efficient performance and the best prints ever produced on any 
Roland device. It’s Production. Perfected.

64 inches, new print engine, dual inline heads, new            
Eco-Sol MAX 2 ink with CMYKLcLm + Light Black,                 
Metallic Silver and greater opacity White, print                  
and contour cut, fast, durable.  

Explore advanced features and a 360° interactive 
view of the Pro 4 at www.rolanddga.com/pro4.
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For upcoming tradeshows where you can see the 
Pro 4 in action, visit www.rolanddga.com/pro4.

“When we were developing our company, the versatility of               
our Roland printers was a huge advantage.  As we’ve expanded,        
we’ve continued to choose Roland printers because of their            
extraordinary performance and up-to-the-minute technology.”

Paige Zeigler, Co-owner, Off The Wall Signs in Las Vegas, NV

New Higher Density Eco-SOL MAX 2 Inks with Light Black, White and Metallic 
The Pro 4 is the first device to use Roland’s new, high-definition Eco-Sol MAX 2 inks. And they’ve taken production quality to a 
new level. Environmentally friendly and virtually odorless, nickel-free MAX 2 inks are specially designed to deliver a wider color 
gamut with superb detail in the highlights and smoother blends.  Combined with our new print heads and smaller droplets, 
higher density MAX 2 inks produce better ink coverage and more vibrant color at faster speeds.

With MAX 2 inks and the Pro 4, you have your choice of an array of specialty inks that add value to any graphic.  Our new Light 
Black ink delivers more neutral grays, smoother gradients and more natural skin tones. Higher density White ink allows for 
greater opacity and makes graphics pop off of clear media. A new formulation of Metallic Silver provides more brilliant output 
and can be printed as a pure spot color or combined with CMYK to produce over 500 striking metallic and pearlescent colors. 
Our new White and Silver inks can also now be printed at speeds up to twice as fast as before.

Two-Year Trouble-Free Warranty Gold Edition
As with all Rolands, the Pro 4 offers years of reliable service, even in the most demanding shop environments.  As further proof 
of our unparalleled reliability, the Pro 4 is backed by a warranty you won’t find anywhere else in the industry. The Gold Edition 
Warranty covers all labor and most parts*. In addition to two years of no-cost service and repair, the Gold Edition Warranty 
provides two scheduled preventative maintenance visits by an authorized Roland dealer including a full 20-point checklist and 
the replacement of most wear items. 
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Metallic Silver Ink
Produces over 500 striking metallic and pearlescent colors

New Light Black Ink
Delivers neutral grays, smooth gradations and natural skintones

*Except select consumables and customer replacement items. Registration within 60 days and continuous exclusive use of Roland Inks during the first two years of ownership is required  to qualify for the free second year of limited warranty coverage. Additional Terms and Conditions apply.






